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(Data in thousand metric tons unless otherwise noted) 

 
Domestic Production and Use: Domestic production of salt increased an estimated 3% in 2008. The total value was 
estimated to be more than $1.6 billion. Thirty-one companies operated 64 plants in 16 States. The estimated 
percentage of salt sold or used, by type, was salt in brine, 44%; rock salt, 38%; vacuum pan, 10%; and solar salt, 8%. 
 
The chemical industry consumed about 40% of total salt sales, with salt in brine representing about 90% of the type of 
salt used for feedstock. The chlorine and caustic soda manufacturing sector was the main consumer within the 
chemical industry. Salt for highway deicing accounted for 39% of U.S. demand. The remaining markets for salt, in 
declining order, were distributors, 8%; agricultural, 3%; food, 3%; general industrial, 3%; water treatment, 2%; and 
other combined with exports, 2%. 
 
Salient Statistics—United States:1 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008e 
Production 46,500 45,100 44,400 44,500 46,000 
Sold or used by producers2 45,000 45,000 40,600 45,400 46,000 
Imports for consumption 11,900 12,100 9,490 8,640 10,000 
Exports 1,100 879 973 833 800 
Consumption: 
  Reported 50,700 53,100 42,400 53,200 55,200 
  Apparent2 55,800 56,200 49,100 53,200 55,200 
Price, average value of bulk, pellets and packaged 
 salt, dollars per ton, f.o.b. mine and plant: 
  Vacuum and open pan salt 128.39 130.75 145.90 154.95 155.00 
  Solar salt 49.25 58.14 65.06 61.65 65.00 
  Rock salt 25.83 25.84 24.98 27.84 40.00 
  Salt in brine 7.01 7.03 6.99 7.11 8.00 
Employment, mine and plant, numbere 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100 4,100 
Net import reliance3 as a percentage of 
 apparent consumption 23 20 17 15 17 
 
Recycling: None. 
 
Import Sources (2004-07): Canada, 39%; Chile, 28%; The Bahamas, 9%; Mexico, 9%; and other, 15%. 
 
Tariff: Item Number Normal Trade Relations 
   12-31-08 
Salt (sodium chloride) 2501.00.0000 Free. 
 
Depletion Allowance: 10% (Domestic and foreign). 
 
Government Stockpile: None. 
 
Events, Trends, and Issues: A vacuum pan salt producer in Schuyler County, NY, was purchased by a large energy 
company. The company will utilize the subsurface empty salt caverns to store natural gas for regional energy 
consumers. The salt company will continue to produce and sell salt while developing new caverns. 
 
A Canadian oilfield waste company, with operations in Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan, applied for 
permits to pump a slurry of crude oil, crude oil components, drill cuttings, drilling mud, and hydrocarbons into the 
Weeks Island salt dome in Louisiana. The brine-filled salt cavern was a storage site for the Strategic Petroleum 
Reserve (SPR) but was closed in 1992 because of a fault that was discovered near the surface that could have 
leached oil into the local bay. The proposed project will develop new caverns 300 meters to 1,000 meters below and 
nearly 800 meters laterally from the SPR caverns. 
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Weather forecasters predict that the winter weather of yearend 2008 and early 2009 will be more severe than the 
previous few seasons. Many municipal stockpiles of salt were depleted in early 2008. However, in the late summer 
and early fall when orders were placed for the upcoming winter, the salt purchasers in many municipalities and local 
and State transportation departments were notified by most of the salt producers that salt supplies were short and 
that the prices would be double or triple compared with the previous year’s prices. This large increase was because of 
higher energy costs and transportation delays from flooding in the Midwest that hampered barge shipments. 
 
Budget constraints for local and State governments may affect the availability and consumption of rock salt for 
highway deicing in 2009. It is anticipated that the domestic salt industry will strive to have adequate salt available from 
domestic and foreign sources for emergency use if adverse winter weather develops. 
 
World Production, Reserves, and Reserve Base: 
  Production Reserves and reserve base4 
  2007 2008e 
United States1 44,500 46,000 Large. Economic and subeconomic 
Australia 11,400 12,000 deposits of salt are substantial in 
Brazil 6,900 7,000 principal salt-producing countries. 
Canada 11,800 12,000 The oceans contain a virtually  
Chile 4,400 5,000 inexhaustible supply of salt. 
China 59,800 60,000 
Egypt 2,400 2,400 
France 6,100 6,000 
Germany 19,800 19,000 
India 16,000 15,800 
Iran 2,000 2,000 
Italy 2,200 2,200 
Mexico 8,400 8,400 
Netherlands 5,000 5,000 
Poland 4,400 4,400 
Romania 2,470 2,500 
Russia 2,200 2,200 
Spain 4,600 4,600 
Turkey 2,700 2,700 
Ukraine 5,500 5,500 
United Kingdom 5,800 5,800 
Other countries   28,600   29,500 
 World total (rounded) 257,000 260,000 
 
World Resources: World continental resources of salt are practically unlimited, and the salt content in the oceans is 
virtually inexhaustible. Domestic resources of rock salt and salt from brine are in the Northeast, Central Western, and 
Gulf Coast States. Saline lakes and solar evaporation salt facilities are near populated regions in the Western United 
States. Almost every country in the world has salt deposits or solar evaporation operations of various sizes. 
 
Substitutes: There are no economic substitutes or alternates for salt. Calcium chloride and calcium magnesium 
acetate, hydrochloric acid, and potassium chloride can be substituted for salt in deicing, certain chemical processes, 
and food flavoring, but at a higher cost. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
eEstimated.  
1Excludes Puerto Rico production. 
2Reported stock data are incomplete. For apparent consumption and net import reliance calculations, changes in annual stock totals are assumed 
to be the difference between salt produced and salt sold or used. 
3Defined as imports – exports + adjustments for Government and industry stock changes. 
4See Appendix C for definitions. 
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